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This Artist's Statement is concerned with the awareness of one's 
environment, and the pursuit and evolution of an idea based on this 
awareness.
vi
IN MILD DEFIANCE OF RECTANGULAR STABILITY
My work the past four years has been concerned with an idea or theme 
based on an awareness of our manmade rectangular world. The theme of these 
recent paintings and drawings is a reaction to certain relationships and 
qualities in our visually stable rectangular environment. The eventual 
evolution of the idea deals with an essence of movement meant to defy or 
oppose rectangular stability.
Early approaches to the idea deal with visual comparisons meant to 
symbolize a literal interpretation of the idea. These works are always 
representational and contain people placed or staged in extremely rec­
tangular situations.
The Great American Ringworm Epidemic of 1956; or The Fourth Grade 
Rectangular Imprintation is an early example of this staged situation.
A class of forty fourth graders is seated in front of an exaggerated brick 
wall that totally engulfs the background. That pattern, caused by repetition 
of faces, does create a necessary movement to defy this extreme rectangular 
situation.
The later more recent work, in the form of paintings, is less concerned 
with a literal translation of the concept. These paintings are concerned 
more with reflecting a certain abstract quality of one's rectangular environ­
ment. The abstract quality is the essence of movement that defys the rectan­
gular environment.
Animated motifs combined with a very stable grid structure create a 
feeling of movement. The animation or sense of movement is caused by 
irregular spacing of dashlike or rectangular elements. At times the motifs
1
2
appear to float, flow or fall over, against or beneath a stable rectan­
gular grid structured composition. Symmetrical compositions add a feeling 
of stability.
A certain in-out movement is caused by shallow spacial fluxuations.
These spacial relationships are produced by alternating values, color 
temperatures and gradual value gradations. This, at times, rhythmic 
movement, aids in the defiance of the rectangular stability of the grid 
structure.
During my development as an artist I have increasingly felt a need 
to find an idea that reflects a portion of my environment. The need has 
arisen from my desire to find a more personally meaningful and self-satis­
fying subject matter. In other words, to find a subject matter based on 
an idea, my personal vehicle of expression.
Finding one's own motivating idea produces a more intrinsic kind of 
reward.
I feel that one's ideas should be flexible enough for allowance of 
growth and evolution. As an artist one should keep challenging his ideas 
and not become too confined by them.
In the past two years my painting and drawing has evolved from a literal 
to an abstract interpretation of an idea. The flexibility of my interpretation 
of the concept of rectangular awareness has allowed much room for experiment­
ation.
I look at my graduate work as a foundation for continuing pursuit and
evolution of this idea in the future.
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